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FIRST INFORMATION REPORT

i. FORM No.27
i rfir',r lrron of a cognizable crirne reported under section 154 Cr. P.C At P.S
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The Officer in Charge,
Kotul pur P.S., Dist-Bankura.

Sub:- Prayer for lodging specific case.

Sir, -q

ln producing herewith 03 (Three) seized Tractor bearing Registration No- (1) wB 42 AW gg74
fitted with trolly loaded sand, colour- Green, written as EIB qq rqT on the body of the trolly, (2) WB
88c-1903 fitted with trolly loaded sand, colour- Red, written as ntB EM {qlT on the body of the trolly &
(3) Bearing regd' No' not found, Engine No- 43.1024lsRN14174, chassis No- WACN406O51-65845 fitted
with trolly loadecj sand, colour- Blue, written as n-fiI {M TqlT on the body of the trolly. I beg to state
that on 07.04.241, ASl. Shib Shankar Chatterjee along with C/LIOL Chandan Biswas, HG-CHA- 41 Bapi
Halder was performing special mobile duty at PS area along with force, (vide c,C. No- Bg/24 dt-
07'04.24, and Kotulpur PS GDE No- 317, Dt- 07.04.24). During my mobile duty I recdived specific
information on 07.04.2024 at about 21.15 hrs. that 03 (Three) tractors are loading sand illegally from
River bed of Darakeswar at near Bhagalpur area for illegal transportation. I informed to O.C. Kotulpur pS
about the information and as per his direction myself along with force left for Bhagalpur to work out the
information. Myself along with force arrived at Bhagalpur under Kotulpur p.s. oiit-gankura and as per
information we saw that few persons engaged in extracting sand by spade and Jhuri and put it in the
above noted 03 tractor trolly. Then while we proceeded at this site, that time those person seeing
police personnel fled away from the spot. Myself along with accompanied force chased those p"rroni
but they manage to escape somehow. Detained the above noted 03 (three) tractors fitted with sand
loaded trolly at mouza Bhagalpur on the river bed of Dwarakeshwar. But the drivers of the said tractors
were fled away from this place. The said tractors engaging extracting sand illegally with a view to sale
the sand at locality.

Under this circumstance it is strongly believe that the quantity of sand were loaded from the
Darakeswar river bed illegally, thereafter I also put the number of said tractors to WBMDTCL (Sand)
apps and found that no carrying order and Challan issued against the said tractors. Also I came to know
that they are carrying and loading sand without any valid carrying order or challan, lt is also believe that
the owners and the drivers of those vehicles are also involved in this illegal racket as they engaged their
respective vehicles for such illegal act. Accordingly I seized the above noted 03 (three) tractors fitted
with sand loaded trolly under proper seizure list in between 22.05 hrs to 22.45 hrs. dtd. 07 ,04.2024. i

So, I pray before you to lodge a specific case against the accused drivers and owners of the said
tractors, as per specific section of law for illegal mining and transportation of sand for illegal gain.

Enclosure:

1) Original Seizure List.

Keeei red lt<- eo*pLdn+- bN eflw-g
Yours faithfully, ,t ..

Sl'/ {nK.*€Ary-_6,
ASI Shib Sankar Chatterjee
Kotulpui P.S., Dist-Bankura.

07.04.2024
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